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Su m m ary. In the rap idly growing literat u res on globalisatio n, m any authors have em ph asised
the ap parent disem beddin g of socia l relatio ns from their local-te rritoria l pre-co nditions. However , such argum ents neglect the relative ly ® xed an d im m obile form s of territor ial orga nisatio n
up on which the current round of globalisatio n is prem ised, such as urban -regio nal agglo m erations and territor ial states. This article argues th at processe s of reterritor ialisatio nÐ the recon® guratio n and re-scali ng of form s of territor ial orga nisatio n su ch as cities and
statesÐ constitu te an intrin sic m om ent of the current round of globalisatio n. G lobalisatio n is
conceived here as a reterrit orialisa tion of both socioeco nom ic and political -institutional spaces
that unfolds sim ultaneously upon m ultiple, su perim posed geogra p hical scales . The territor ial
orga nisatio n of con tem porary urban spaces and stat e institutions m ust be view ed at once as a
presuppositio n, a m edium and an outcom e of th is highly con¯ ictual dyn am ic of global spatia l
restru cturing. O n th is basis, various d im ensions of urban governance in contem porar y Europe
are analysed as expressio ns of a politic s of scale that is em erging at the geogra ph ical interfac e
betw een processe s of u rban restructuring and stat e territor ial restructurin g.

1. Introduction
In the rapidly growing literatures on globalisation, many authors have emphasised the
apparent disembeddin g of social, economic
and political relations from their local-territorial preconditions. It is argued, for instance,
that the `space of ¯ ows’ is superseding the
`space of places’ (Castells, 1989 , 1996) ; that
territoriality and even geography itself are
being dissolved (Ruggie, 1993; O’ Brien,
1992) ; that national borders have become
irrelevant, redundant or obsolete (Ohm ae,
1995) ; that nationally organised politico -cultural identities are being `deterritorialised’
(Appadurai, 1996) ; and that `supraterritorial’

spaces based upon `distanceless, borderless
interactions’ (Scholte, 1996 ) are decentring
the role of territorial and place-based socioinstitutional forms. W hatever their differences of emphasis, research object and
interpretation, common to these diverse
analyses of globalisation is a focus on the
accelerated circulation of people, com modities, capital, money, identities and im ages
throug h global space. These accelerated, globally circulating ¯ ow s are said to embody
processes of deterritorialisation through
which social relations are being increasingly
detached and disembedded from places
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and territories on sub-global geographical
scales.
Two signi® cant de® ciencies characterise
interpretations of globalisation that focus
one-sidedly upon ¯ ows, circulation and processes of deterritorialisation. First, such
analyses tend to neglect the forms of
relatively ® xed and im mobile territorial
organisationÐ in particular, urban-regional
agglomerations and state regulatory institutionsÐ that enable such accelerated movement. Secondly, and most crucially, such
analyses neglect the ways in which the current round of neo-liberal globalisation has
been intrinsically dependent upon , intertw ined with and expressed through major
transformations of territorial organisation on
multiple geographical scales. Buildin g upon
these criticisms, the central thesis of this
article is that processes of reterritorialisationÐ the recon® guration and re-scaling of
forms of territorial organisation such as cities
and statesÐ must be viewed as an intrinsic
mom ent of the current round of globalisation.
Drawing upon the work of David Harvey
(1982) and Henri Lefebvre (1977, 1978 ,
1991) , this argument is elaborated throug h a
discussion of various ways in which contemporary cities and states are currently being
reterritorialised and re-scaled. Globalisation
is conceived here as a reterritorialisation of
both socioeconomic and political-institutional spaces that unfold s simultaneously
upon multiple, superimposed geographical
scales. The territorial organisation of contemporary urban spaces and state institutions
must be viewed at once as a presuppositio n,
a medium and an outcome of this highly
con¯ ictual dynamic of global spatial restructuring . On this basis, various dimensions of
urban governance in contemporary Europe
are analysed as expressions of a `politi cs of
scale’ (Sm ith, 1993 ) that is emerging at the
geographical interface between processes of
urban restructuring and state territorial restructuring. A brief conclusion proposes that
new representations of the `scaling’ of spatial
practices are needed to grasp the rapidly
changing territorial organisation of world
capitalism in the late 20th century.

2. Cities, States and the Historical
Geography of Capitalism
Fernand Braudel’ s famous historical study of
early modern Europe, The Perspective of the
W orld (1984) , outlines the essential role of
cities and states within capitalism’ s long-ru n
historical geography. Braudel’ s work traces
the epochal shift from the `city-centred econom ies’ (Stadtwirtschaft) of Genoa, Venice,
Antwerp and Amsterdam to the British
`territorial economy’ (Territorialwirtschaft),
based upon an integrated national market
clustered around London, during the 18th
century. Following the early modern period,
the territorial economies of nation-states
largely subsumed the geographies of cities
and urbanisation. As cities were subord inated
to the political power of states, they were
integrated ever more tightly into nationally
scaled regimes of accumulation (Arrighi,
1994 ; Tilly, 1990) . In the wake of the second
industrial revolution of the late 19th century,
the cities of the older industrialised world
became engines of Fordist mass production,
the urban infrastructure of a global system
compartmentalised into distinct territorial
states under the geopolitical and geoeconomic hegemony of the US (Altvater, 1992;
Scott and Storper, 1992) . T houg h transnational inter-urban linkages were crucial to
North Atlantic Fordism, a relatively tight ® t
was established between urban dynam ism
and national economic growth (Sassen,
1991).
It is this state-centric con® guration of
world capitalism, premised upon a spatially
isomorphic relationship between capital accumulation, urbanisation and state regulation, that has been unravelling since the
global economic crises of the early 1970s.
Under these circumstances, as Taylor (1995 )
argues, the historically entrenched relationship of `mutuality’ between cities and territorial states is being signi® cantly eroded,
leading to new geographies of global urbanisation and capital accumulation that no
longer overlap evenly with the geographies
of state territorial power. On supranational
spatial scales, new macro-geographies of
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capital accumulation have been consolidating
as Fordist-Keynesian national economies are
superseded by a con® guration of the world
economy dominated by the super-regional
blocs of Europe, North America and East
Asia (Altvater and M ahnkop f, 1996) . On
sub-national spatial scales, interspatial com petition has intensi® ed among urban regions
struggling to attract both capital investment
and state subsidies (Leitner and Sheppard,
1998; KraÈ tke, 1991 ; Mayer, 1992 ; Swyngedouw, 1989) . M eanwhile, new worldwide urban hierarchies have also begun to
crystallise, dominated by global cities such
as New York, Londo n and T okyo , in which
the major headquarter functions of transnational capital have been increasingly centralised (Hitz et al. 1995 ; Knox and Taylor,
1995; Sassen, 1991) . Finally, particularly
since the 1980s, states through out the world
economy have been struggling to restructure
themselves at once to adjust to intensi® ed
global economic interdependencies and to
promote capital investment and renewed accumulation within their territorial bounda ries
(Cerny, 1995 ; Hirsch, 1995 ; Jessop, 1993 ,
1994; RoÈ ttger, 1997) .
Braudel’ s studies of early modern Europe
focus more directly on the historical transition from a city-centric to a state-centric
con® guration of world capitalism than on the
changing relations between cities and states
as intertwined modes of socioeconomic, political and geographical organisation. However, the preceding considerations indicate
that contemporary cities and states operate
not as mutually exclusive or competing geographical con® gurations for capitalist development, but rather as densely superimposed,
interdependent forms of territorial organisation. Cities and states are being recon® gured, reterritorialised and re-scaled in
conjun ction with the most recent round of
capitalist globalisation, but both remain essential forms of territorial organisation upon
which the world-scale circulation of capital
is premised. This paper analyses these
macro-geographical transformations of cities
and states as intrinsically related mom ents
within a single dynamic of global capitalist
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restructuring . T o this end, the next section
examines more closely the role of cities and
territorial states as geographical frameworks
within, upon and throug h which capitalist
development unfold s.
3. Cities and States as Form s of Territorial
Organisation
The starting-point for this analysis is the
endemic problem of territorial organisation
under capitalism, as theorised by David Harvey (1982 ) and Henri Lefebvre (1978, 1991) .
As Harvey has argued at length, capital is
inherently oriented towards the elimination
of spatial barriers to its circulation process,
the ª annihilation of space throug h timeº in
Marx’ s (1973 [1857] , p. 539) fam ous formulation in the Grundrisse. Harvey’ s crucial
insight is that this drive towards the continua l
temporal acceleration of capital circulation,
or `time-space compression’ , has been
premised upon the production of space and
spatial con® guration. It is only throug h the
construction of relatively ® xed and im mobile
transport, communications and regulatoryinstitutional
infrastructuresÐ a
`second
nature’ of socially produced con® gurations
of territorial organisationÐ that this accelerated physical movement of com modities
throug h space can be achieved. Therefore, as
Harvey (1985, p. 145) notes, ª spatial organization is necessary to overcome spaceº .
Harvey introduces the notio n of the `spatial
® x’ to theorise these complex matrices of
socially produced spatial con® guration and
their corresponding temporal dimension, embodied in the socially average turnove r time
of capital at a given historical conjuncture. A
spatial ® x, Harvey (1982 , p. 416) argues, is
secured through the construction of immobile
socio-territorial con® gurations within which
expanded capital accumulation can be generated; it entails ª the conversion of temporal
into spatial restraints to accumulation º .
T he role of cities as forms of territorialisation for capital has been widely recognised.
Cities territorialise capital throug h their
agglom eration of relatively ® xed and
im mobile infrastructures such as transport
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systems, energy supplies, communications
networks and other externalities that
underpin historically speci® c forms of production , exchange, distribution and consumption (Gottdiener, 1985 ; Harvey, 1982 ,
1989b ; KraÈtke, 1995 ; Scott, 1988a; Storper
and W alker, 1989) . The role of territorial
states as forms of territorialisation for capital
has been analysed less frequently. However,
as Lefebvre has argued at length in his neglected four-volume work De l’ EÂtat (1976±
78), states have likewise operated as crucial
geographical infrastructures through which
the circulation of capital has been continu ally
territorialised, deterritorialised and reterritorialised, above all since the second industrial
revolution of the late 19th century. According to Lefebvre, the territorial ® xity of state
institutions provides a stabilised geographical scaffolding for the circulation of labourpower, commodities and capital on multiple
scales. States achieve this provisional territorialisation of capital in various waysÐ for
example, throug h the regulation of m oney,
legal codes, social welfare provisions and,
most crucially, by producing large-scale spatial con® gurations that serve as territorially
speci® c forces of production. As Lefebvre
(1978, p. 298) notes, ª Only the state can take
on the task of managing space `on a grand
scaleº ’ . Lefebvre’ s (1978 , pp. 278±280, 307,
388) more general claim in his writings on
state theory is that territorial states play crucial roles in mouldin g the social relations of
capitalism into relatively stable geographical-organisational con® gurations associated
with distinct historical patterns of capital accumulation and urbanisation. 1
Lefebvre’ s work suggests that each urbanised spatial ® x for capital necessarily presupposes a broader scalar ® x (Smith, 1995)
composed of distinctive forms of territorial
organisationÐ including urban-regional agglomerations, state institutions and the
world economyÐ that encompass yet transcend the urban scale. This mode of analysis
enables Lefebvre to view spatial scales as a
socially produced geographical scaffolding
upon, within and throug h which differential
forms of capital are successively de- and

reterritorialised during the course of capitalist developm ent (Brenner, 1998b) . This conceptualisation of the scalar ® x also has
substantial im plications for the analysis of
the changing relations among cities and
states in contemporary capitalism. On the
one hand, it can be argued that the contradictory dynamic of de- and reterritorialisation is
endemic to capitalism as an historicalgeographical system, and that it has underpinned each wave of crisis-induced restructuring that has unfold ed since the ® rst
industrial revolution of the mid 19th century
(Mandel, 1975 ; Soja, 1985) . In each case,
capital’ s restlessly transformative dynamic
renders its ow n historically speci® c geographical precondition s obsolete, inducing a
wave of restructuring to reterritorialise and
thereby reactivate the circulation process.
On the other hand, this recurrent dynamic of
de- and reterritorialisation has been organised through a wide range of scalar con® gurations, each produced throug h the
intermeshing of urban networks and state
territorial structures that together constitute a
relatively ® xed geographical infrastructure
for each historical round of capitalist expansion. Therefore, as capital is restructured during periods of sustained economic crisis,
the scale-con® gurations upon which it is
ground ed are likewise reorganised to create a
new geographical scaffolding for a new wave
of capitalist growth.
Until the early 1970s, these processes of
de- and reterritorialisation occurred primarily
within the geographical scaffolding of state
territoriality. Despite the explosive tensions
and con¯ icts induced by both interstate and
intercapitalist competition, the modern interstate system has provid ed capital with a relatively stabilised territorial framework for
economic growth and geographical expansion since the 17th century (Arrighi, 1994;
Taylor, 1993) . In this sense, state territoriality has generally operated as an institutional
platform for capitalist restructuring rather
than as its direct obje ct. During the 20th
century, under the global political and econom ic hegemony of the US, the role of the
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national scale as a container for both capital
accumulation and urbanisation was intensi® ed to such a degree that its historicity
as a scale-level was frequently naturalised or
misrecognised (Taylor, 1996) . How ever, it
will be argued here that one of the most
im portant geographical consequences of the
post-19 70s round of capitalist globalisation
has been to decentre the national scale of
accumulation, urbanisation and state regulation in favour of new sub- and supranational territorial con® gurations.
4. `Glocalisation’ : The Denationalisation
of Territoriality
For present purpos es, the term globalisation
refers to a double- edged, dialectical process
throug h which: the movement of commodities, capital, money, people and information
throug h geographical space is continu ally expanded and accelerated; and, relatively ® xed
and im mobile spatial infrastructures are produced, recon® gured and/or transformed to
enable such expanded, accelerated movement. From this perspective, globalisation
entails a dialectical interplay between the
endemic drive towards time±space com pression under capitalism (the mom ent of
deterritorialisation) and the continu al production and recon® guration of relatively
® xed spatial con® gurationsÐ for example,
the territorial infrastructures of urbanregional agglomerations and states (the moment of reterritorialisation) (Harvey, 1989a,
1996; Lefebvre, 1977 , 1978 , 1991) . Thus
de® ned, globalisation does not occur merely
throug h the geographical extension of capitalism to encompass progressively larger
zones of the globe, but emerges only when
the expansion and acceleration of capital accumulation becomes intrinsically premised
upon the construction of large-scale territorial infrastructures, a `second nature’ of
socially produced spatial con® gurations such
as railways, highways, ports, canals, airports,
informational networks and state institutions
that enable capital to circulate at ever-faster
turnov er times.
Lefebvre (1977 , 1978 , 1991 , p. 37) locates
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this epochal transformation ª from the production of thing s in space to the production
of spaceº during the late 19th century in
which `neo-capitalism’ and the `state mode
of production’ (le mode de production eÂtatique) were ® rst consolidated on a world
scale. Lash and Urry (1987 ) have described
this state-centric con® guration of world capitalist development as `organised capitalism’
andÐ along with many other researchers
(see, for example, Arrighi, 1994; Lipietz,
1987 ; Jessop, 1994 ; Scott and Storper,
1992) Ð interpreted the global economic
crises of the early 1970s at once as a medium
and a consequence of its unravelling. I view
the most recent, post-19 70s round of worldscale capitalist restructuring as a second major wave of capitalist globalisation through
which global socioeconom ic interdependencies are being simultaneously intensi® ed,
deepened and expanded in close conjunction
with the production, recon® guration and
transformation of territorial organisation at
once on urban-regional, national and supranational spatial scales. W hereas the late
19th century wave of capitalist globalisation
occurred largely within the framework of
nationally organised state territorialities, the
post-19 70s wave of globalisation has signi® cantly decentred the role of the national
scale as a self-enclosed container of socioeconomic relations while simultaneously
intensifying the im portance of both sub- and
supranational forms of territorial organisation. This ongoing re-scaling of territoriality
can be viewed as the differentia speci® ca of
the currently unfold ing recon® guration of
world capitalism (Brenner, 1998c).
T hus conceived, the mom ent of territorialisation remains as fundamental as ever to the
process of capital circulation in the contemporary era. However, the scales on which this
territorialisation process occurs are no longer
spatially co-extensive with the nationally organised matrices of state territoriality that
have long de® ned capitalism’ s geopolitical
and geoeconomic geographies. In this sense,
the current round of globalisation has
recon® gured the scalar organisation of
capital’ s endemic dynamic of de- and reterri-
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torialisation, triggering what Jessop (1998 ,
p. 90) has aptly termed a ª relativisation of
scaleº :
[I]n contrast to the privileging of the national economy and the national state in
the period of Atlantic Fordism, no spatial
scale is currently privileged
The concept of `glocalisation’ , introdu ced by
Swyngedo uw (1997 , 1992, p. 61) to indicate
ª the combined process of globalization and
local-territorial recon® gurationº , likewise
usefully highlig hts this ongoin g, highly
con¯ ictual restructuring , interweaving and
redifferentiation of spatial scales. T he remainder of this paper concretises this conception of globalisation/reterritorialisation by
examining various ways in which cities and
territorial states are currently being re-scaled
in relation to capital’ s increasingly `glocal’
geographies.

5. Re-scaling Cities
One way to interpret the proliferation of
research on world city formation since the
publication of Friedmann and W olff’ s (1982 )
classic paper is as a sustained effort to analyse the ways in which the recent consolid ation of a new international divisio n of labour
has been intertwined with a concomitant
reterritorialisation of urbanisation on differential spatial scales (Hitz et al., 1995; Knox
and Taylor, 1995) . W hereas some world cities researchers have conceived world cities
as a distinctive class of cities at the apex of
world-scale central place hierarchies, I view
the analytical framework of world city theory
more broadly, as a means of investigating
the ways in which the current round of
capitalist globalisation has entailed a territorial reorganisation of the urbanisation
process simultaneously on global, national
and urban-regional scales (see also KraÈ tke,
1995).
Insofar as world city theory concerns the
ª contradictory relations between production
in an era of global management and the
political determination of territorial interestsº

(Friedmann, 1986, p. 69), it is centrally focused on the problematic of geographical
scale, its politico-economic organisation and
its role in the articulation of socio-political
con¯ icts. Yet in practice this m ethodological
challenge of analysing the changin g historical linkages between differential spatial
scales has not been systematically confronted. M uch of world cities research has
been composed of studies that focus largely
upon a single scale, generally either the urban or the global. W hereas research on the
socioeconomic geography of world cities has
focused predominantly on the urban scale,
studies of changing urban hierarchies have
focused largely on the global scale. The
scales of state territorial power have been
neglected almost entirely by world cities researchers (Brenner, 1998a) and efforts to integrate differential spatial scales within a
single analytical framework are still relatively rare within the parameters of world
city theory. Nevertheless I suggest that world
city theory contains various m ethodological
insights that may be readily deployed to this
end.
Perhaps more systematically than any
other world cities researcher, Sassen (1991 ,
1993 ) has emphasised the inherent placedependency of the globalisation process.
W orld cities are conceived as the territorially
speci® c urban places within which various
production processes that are crucial to
globalisation occur, above all those associated with the producer and ® nancial services
industries upon which transnational capital is
heavily dependentÐ for example, bankin g,
accounting, advertising, ® nancial and management consulting, business law, insurance
and the like. From the point of view of the
present discussion, Sassen’ s analysis can
be viewed as an empirical application of
Harvey’ s theorisation of capital’ s spatiotemporal dynamics. The consolidation of
global cities is understood as an historically
speci® c form of urban-industrial agglomeration that has played a crucial enabling role
in the most recent round of globalisation. On
the one hand, lower transport costs, increasingly ¯ exible, decentralised modes of indus-
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trial organisation and the development of new
informational technologies have signi® cantly
enhanced capital’ s ability to co-ordinate ¯ ows
of value on a world scale. On the other hand,
the strategies throug h which capital attempts
at once to com mand and annihilate space are
necessarily dependent upon investment in
and control over the speci® c plac es within
which the territorialised technological, institutional and social infrastructure of globalisation is secured. T hese places, Sassen argues,
are the built environ ments, agglomeration
economies, technological-institutional infrastructures and local labour markets of global cities. T he consolidation of a worldwide
hierarchy of competing yet interdependent
world cities since the 1980 s can thus be
viewed as the territorial embodiment of this
latest round of space±time compression.
A second, equally crucial, dimension of
this reterritorialisation of the urbanisation
process has been a major recompositio n of
urban form. Through their role in articulating
local, regional, national and global economies, cities have today become massive,
polycentric urban regions that are better described in terms of Jean Gottmann’ s (1961 )
notio n of megalopolis than through the lens
of traditional Chicago School or central place
models of concentric land-use patterns surroundi ng centralised metropolitan cores. The
concept of the urban ® eld, already deploy ed
by both Lefebvre (1995 /1968 ) and Friedmann (1973 ; Friedmann and Miller, 1965)
three decades ago, was an early attempt to
grasp this em ergent m ulti-centred, patchwork
pattern of supralocal urbanisation during the
period of high Fordism. Sudjic (1993 ) has
more recently described the massive, sprawling mosaics of post-Fo rdist urbanisation as
`100-mile cities’ . Relatedly, Soja (1992) has
coined the suggestive term `exopolis’ to capture the transformed geometrical patterns of
urbanisation that have crystallised in the
technopo les of southern California. The exopolis, according to Soja (1992 , p. 95), is not
simply a city without a centre, but a city
turned ª `inside-out’ and `outside-in’ at the
same timeº . How ever, it might be labelled,
some version of this recon® guration of urban
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form appears to be occurring in city-regions
as diverse as Los Angeles, Amsterdam/Randstad, Frankfurt/Rhein-Main, the ZuÈ rich region, Tokyo /Yokohama/Nagoya and Hong
Kong/Guandon g, among many others. As the
scale of the urbanisation process encompasses progressively larger geographical arenas,
urban
systems
articulate
new,
increasingly polycentric geometries that blur
inherited models of urban centrality while
simultaneously reconstitutin g the patterns of
core±periphery polarisation throug h which
capital asserts its power over space, territory
and place (Keil, 1994) .
T hirdly, and most crucially here, the reterritorialisation of transnational capital within
major urban regions has been closely linked
to a broader re-scaling of the urbanisation
process on supraregional scales. W hereas the
world urban hierarchy through out the 19th
and 20th centuries corresponded roughl y to
the geopol itical hierarchy of states, today the
geoeconomic power of cities has been increasingly disarticulated from the territorial
matrices of the interstate system (Scott,
1998 ; Taylor, 1995) . It is today widely acknowledged that contemporary cities are embedded in transnational ¯ ow s of capital,
commodities and labour-powerÐ in Friedmann’ s (1995 , p. 25) phrase, a ª space of
global accum ulationº Ð that no state can fully
control, and that capital valorisation within
global cities does not necessarily translate
into national economic growth. Cities are
therefore no longer to be conceived as the
sub-national com ponents of self-enclosed,
autocentric and nationally scaled regimes of
accumulation, but rather as `neo-Marshallian
nodes within global networks’ (Amin and
Thrift, 1992) , as the `regional motors of the
global economy’ (Scott, 1996) , and as
¯ exibly specialised locational clusters within
a `global mosaic of regions’ (Storper and
Scott, 1995) . Under these circum stances, as
peripheralised industrial regions compete
with urban cores for capital investment, state
subsidies and other collective goods, intensi® ed forms of uneven geographical developm ent are emerging (see, for example,
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Duncan and Goodwin, 1988 ; Peck and Tickell, 1994 , 1995 ; Sm ith, 1997) .
These considerations suggest that contemporary urban regions must be conceived as
pre-eminently `glocal’ spaces in which multiple geographical scales intersect in potentially highly con¯ ictual ways. Here the local
is embedded within and superimposed upon
the global, while global processes simultaneously appear to permeate all aspects of
the local (Amin and Thrift, 1994 ; Prigge,
1995) . As Veltz (1997 , p. 84) has recently
noted:
The time is over when it was possible to
show, as Braudel did, an economic world
organized into clear-cut layers, where big
urban centres linked, by themselves, adjacent `slow’ economies with the much more
rapid rhythm of large-scale trade and
® nance. Today, everything occurs as if
these superimposed layers were mixed and
interpenetrated in (almost) all places.
Short- and long-range interdependencies
can no longer be separated from one another.
The bounda ry separating spatial scales is
thus becoming so blurred that it may
be increasingly appropriate to conceive
the scalar organisation of contemporary
capitalism as a continu um of glocalised interactionÐ as a ª hierarchical strati® ed morphologyº , in Lefebvre’ s terminolog y (see, for
example, Lefebvre 1976 , pp. 67±69)Ð in and
throug h which capital’ s latest round of reterritorialisation is unfolding.
6. Re-scaling States
This ongoin g re-scaling of urbanisation has
been analysed in detail in contemporary urban studies, but concomitant processes of
state re-scaling have received far less attention. In particular, much urban research on
globalisation has been based upon a zerosum conception of state power in relation to
the world economy: the state is said to decline in power and signi® cance as globalisation intensi® es. As a result, like many other
globalisation researchers (see, for example,

Albrow, 1996; Appadurai 1996; Ohm ae,
1995 ; Ruggie, 1993; Strange, 1996) , urbanists have frequently assumed that intensi® ed
economic globalisation is leading to an erosion of state territoriality. According to this
globalist position, capital’ s purpor tedly
greater geographical mobility and increasing
scales of operation weaken irreversibly the
state’ s ability to regulate economic activities
within its boundaries. On the other hand,
among those authors who emphasise the continued im portance of state institutions in the
current con® guration of world capitalism
(see, for example, Hirst and T hompson,
1995 ; Mann, 1997) , territoriality is frequently understood as a relatively static and
unchanging geographical container that is not
qualitatively modi® ed by the globalisation
process. From this point of view, the state is
said to react to intensi® ed global economic
interdependence by constructing new forms
of national socioeconom ic policy, but is not
itself transformed qualitatively throug h these
new global±national interactions. These
statist positions reify state territoriality into
an unhisto rical framework for socioeconomic
intervention that is not fundamentally transformed throug h its role in processes of global
capitalist restructuring. T hey thereby produce
a misleading sense of `business as usual’ in
the world economy in which nationally
scaled state institutions retain sovereign regulatory control over national economic systems.
In contrast to both of these positio ns, I
propose that the state’ s role as a form of
(re)territorialisation for capital is analytically
distinct from the structural signi® cance of the
nationa l spatial scale in circumscribing capital ¯ ow s, economic transactions, urban hierarchies and social relations. From this point
of view, the globalists are indeed correct to
emphasise the ongoin g decentring of the national scale of political-economic regulation,
but they err in interpreting this developm ent
as evidence for a contraction, retreat or dissolutio n of state territoriality. Meanwhile, the
statists are likewise correct to emphasise the
continu ed im portance of state territoriality
but err in assuming that this role remains tied
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inextricably to nationa lly scaled state institutions and policies. In my view, both arguments fail to appreciate various ongoing
transformations of state territorial organisation throug h which: qualitatively new institutions and regulatory forms are currently
being produced on both sub- and supranational scales; and, the role of the national
scale as a level of governance is itself being
radically rede® ned in response to the current
round of capitalist globalisation. This rescaling of state territorial organisation must
be viewed as a constitutive, enabling mom ent
of the globalisation process.
Thoug h the highly centralised, bureaucratised states of the Fordist-Keynesian era converged around the national scale as their
predominant organisational locus, since the
world economic crises of the early 1970 s the
older industrial states of North America and
western E urope have been restructured substantially to provid e capital with ever more
of its essential territorial precondition s and
collective good s on both sub- and supranational spatial scales (Cerny, 1995) . This ongoing
re-scaling
of
territoriality
is
simultaneously transferring state power upwards to supranational agencies such as the
European Union (EU) and devolving it
downwards towards the state’ s regional and
local levels, which are better position ed to
promote and regulate urban-regional restructuring . As Jessop (1994 , p. 264) argues:
The national state is now subject to various changes which result in its `hollo wing
out’ . This involve s tw o contradictory
trends, for, while the national state still
remains politically im portant and even retains m uch of its national sovereignty [¼ ]
its capacities to project its power even
within its national borders are decisively
weakened ¼ by the shift towards internationalized, ¯ exible (but also regionalized)
production systems [¼ ] This loss of
autono my creates in turn both the need for
supranational coordination and the space
for subnational resurgence. Some state capacities are transferred to a growing number of pan-regional, plurinational, or
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international bodies with a widening range
of powers; others are devolv ed to restructured local or regional levels of governance in the national state; and yet others
are being usurped by emerging horizontal
networks of powerÐ local and regionalÐ
which by-pass central states and connect
localities or regions in several nations.
Through out the EU and North America, in
particular, this dynamic of state re-scaling
has emerged as a major neo-liberal strategy
of industrial restructuring and crisis management, aim ing at once to enhance the administrative ef® ciency of state institutions, to
enable new forms of capital mobility on
supranational to promote the global competitiveness of major sub-national growth poles
and to enforce the de- and revalorisation of
capital within declining cities and regions.
M uch like the place-based infrastructures
of global cities, these newly emergent, rescaled state institutions can be viewed as
crucial forms of reterritorialisation for capital. As noted above, rather than abandon the
concept of urbanisation in the face of emergent, polycentric forms of `global sprawl’
(Keil, 1994) , world cities researchers have
proposed revised geometrical models of urban growth, urban form and urban hierarchy.
A formally identical m ethodological strategy
can be deploy ed to characterise the recon® gured spatial form of territorial states in
the current era. If the spatial form of world
city-regions today increasingly approaches
that of the `exopolis’ analysed by Soja
(1992) , it can be argued analogously that the
spatial form of territorial states in the age of
global capitalism is being `glocalised’ (see
also Sw yngedo uw , 1997) . Like the exopol is,
the urban expression of post-Fo rdist forms of
capitalist industrialisation, the `glocal state’
is a polymorphic geometrical con® guration
that is likewise being turned simultaneously
inside-out and outside-inÐ inside out insofar
as it attempts to promote the global competitiveness of its cities and regions; and outside
in insofar as supranational agencies such as
the EU, the IMF and the W orld Bank have
come to play ever more direct roles in the
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regulation and restructuring of its internal
territorial spaces. This ongoin g `glocalisation’ of the state is rearticulating inherited
political geographies in ways that are systematically deprivileging nationally organised institutional arrangements and
regulatory forms. Thus understood, state territoriality currently retains a critical role as a
geographical precondition for contemporary
forms of capital accum ulation, but this role is
no longer premised upon an isomorphic territorial corresponden ce between state institutions, urban systems and circuits of capital
accumulation centred around the national
scale. 2
Cerny (1995 , p. 618) has vividly referred
to this simultaneous fragmentation and redifferentiation of political space as a `whipsaw
effect’ throug h which each level of the state
attempts to react to a nearly overwhelming
variety of sub- and supranational pressures,
forces and constraints. In the present context,
one particularly crucial geographical consequence of this `whipsaw effect’ has been the
intensi® ed mobilisation of central, regional
and local state institutions to promote industrial restructuring on the sub-na tional scales
of major urban-regional agglom erations. On
the one hand, state re-scaling can be viewed
as a neoliberal strategy of `deregulation’ to
dismantle the nationally con® gured redistributi ve operations of the Fordist-Keynesian
order, frequently by undermining the socialwelfare functions of municipal institut ions.
On the other hand, just as crucially, state
re-scaling has served as a strategy of `reregulation’ to construct new institutional capacities for promoting capital investment within
major urban growth poles, often through locally or regionally organised workfare policies, non-elected quango s and other
entrepreneurial initiatives such as public±private partnerships. Under these circumstances,
the role of the local and regional levels of the
state is being signi® cantly rede® ned. Contemporary local and regional states no longer
operate as the managerial agents of nationally scaled collective consumption programmes but serve as entrepreneurial
agencies of `state-® nanced capital’ oriented

towards maintaining and enhancing the locational advantages of their delineated territorial jurisdictions (Gottdiener, 1990; Mayer,
1994) . Indeed, it is above all throug h their
key role in the mobilisation of urban space as
a force of production that local and regional
states, in particular, have acquired an increasing structural signi® cance within each
territorial state’ s administrative hierarchy. A
major goal of these `glocally’ oriented state
institutions is to enhance the locational advantages and productive capacities of their
territorial jurisdictions as maximally competitive nodes in the world economy.
T hrough out western Europe, this increasing internal fragmentation, redifferentiation
and polarisation of erstwhile national econom ic spaces has been further intensi® ed
since the early 1980 s through : the deploy ment of new forms of regional structural
policy oriented towards the `endogenous’ developm ent of major urban regions (Albrechts
and Sw yngedo uw, 1989; Heeg, 1996) ; and,
the construction of new forms and levels of
state territorial organisation, notably on urban-regional or metropolitan scales (Evans
and Harding, 1997 ; LefeÁ vre, 1998 ; Sharpe,
1993 ; Voelzkow, 1996) . In major urban regions through out the EU, regionally scaled
regulatory institutions are being planned,
promoted and constructed as a means to secure place-speci® c locational advantages
against. These new state spaces for the regulation of urban growth are being justi® ed not
as components of national socioeconomic
programmes or as functional units within
nationally hierarchised administrative systems, but rather as place-speci® c institutional
prerequisites for maintaining the global
structural competitiveness of a given urban
region. One major consequence of this emergent pattern of sub-national locational politics has been a massive intensi® cation of
uneven geographical developm ent as isolated
temporal `bursts’ of growth are promoted by
state institutions within carefully delineated
geographical sites.
In this sense, then, the current round of
neoliberal globalisation is re-scaling state territoriality rather than eroding it: the denation-
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alisation of the national economy and urban
hierarchies is not undermining the state’ s
role as a form of territorialisation of capital,
but `denationalising’ its scalar structure to
privilege supra- and sub-national levels of
regulatory intervention and capital valorisation. T he resultant `glocalised’ regulatory institutions are reterritorialising state power
onto multiple spatial scales that do not converge with one another on the national scale
or constitute an isomorphic, self-enclosed national totality (Anderson, 1996 ; Cerny,
1995) . However, just as world city-regions
remain urban agglomerations, the postFordist, post-Keynesian states that have been
consolidated throug hout the older industrialised world since the early 1980 s likewise
remain territorial states in signi® cant ways.
Insofar as the scales of state territorial organisation continu e to circumscribe social, econom ic and political relations within delineated
geographical bounda ries, state institutions
have maintained their essentially territorial
character. The crucial point in the present
context is that state territoriality is today
increasingly being con® gured in `glocalised’
rather than in nationalised scalar frameworks.
As early as the mid 1970s, Henri Lefebvre
had begun to outline some of the broad contours of this newly emergent, re-scaled form
of state territorial power in which ª the econom y and politics [are] fusedº (L efebvre,
1977, 1986 , p. 35), and its im plications for
the state’ s relation to its territorial space. As
Lefebvre notes in the concluding chapter of
The Production of Space (1991/1974 ,
p. 378):
That relationship [between the state and
space] [¼ ] is becoming tighter: the spatial
role of the state [¼ ] is more patent. Administrative and political state apparatuses
are no longer content (if they ever were)
merely to intervene in an abstract manner
in the investment of capital [¼ ] Today the
state and its bureaucratic and political apparatuses intervene continually in space,
and make use of space in its instrumental
aspect in order to intervene at all levels
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and throug h every agency of the economic
realm .
This tendency towards a fusion of state institution s into the circuit of capital is crucially
enabled throug h strategies of state re-scaling,
which in turn translate into recon® gured
forms of local±regional regulation that enable capital to extract and valorise the surplus. The resultant, re-scaled con® gurations
of state territorial power are tightly intertwined with capital on differential spatial
scales, and therefore, increasingly sensitive
to the rhythms and contradictions of each
circuit of capital (see also Poulantzas, 1978 ,
pp. 166±179). As the state comes to operate
as an increasingly active mom ent in the mobilisation of each territory’ s productive
forces, its scalar organisation in turn assumes
a central role in mediating and circumscribing capitalist growth.
7. New State Spaces: The Re-scaling of
Urban Governance in the EU
The im plementation of both urban re-scaling
and state re-scaling is a highly contested,
con¯ ictual process, mediated throug h a wide
range of socio-political struggles for hegemonic control over social space that are in
turn articulated upon multiple spatial scales.
On the one hand, as argued above, urban
re-scaling and state re-scaling can be understood as two distinctive forms of reterritorialisation that have emerged in conjunction
with the most recent round of crisis-induced
capitalist globalisation (as sum marised in
Table 1). On the other hand, processes of
urban-regional restructuring and state territorial restructuring are closely intertwined
insofar as each form of reterritorialisation
continu ally in¯ uences and transforms the
conditions under which the other unfolds.
First, the processes of urban-regional restructuring induced by the global economic crises
of the early 1970s have provide d much of the
im petus for neo-liberal strategies of state rescaling. State re-scaling has operated as a
major strategy of neoliberal crisis management and state-organised capital revalorisa-
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Tab le 1. G lobalisat ion as reterrit orialisat ion: re-scali ng cities and states
Spatial scale of capita l accum ulatio n
Form of (re)ter ritorial isatio n
Cities
Urban re-scali ng
W orld city form atio n

States
State territor ial restruct uring
Em ergenc e of neolibe ral
`gloca l states’

G lobal

National

U rban-re giona l

F orm atio n of a
w orld urban
hierarch y.
Intensi® ed
interspa tial
com petitio n am ong
cities through out
the world econo my

Rearticula tion of
nationa l city system s into
global and supraregiona l urban
hierarch ies.
Uncoupli ng of
world-cit y grow th
from nationa l
econom ic grow th

Formatio n of
`exopol is’ :
reco m positio n of
urban form :
em ergenc e of
polycen tric urban
region s and new
industri al district s

T erritori al states
turne d `outside -in’ :
re-scaled upw ards
tow ards supranationa l levels of
regulati on as
instituti ons such as
the EU , the IM F
and the W orld Bank
restruct ure state
space

`D enationa lisation ’
of the nationa l
scale.
Centra l state
transfer s variou s
task s upw ards
towards supranationa l agencie s
and devolve s other s
dow nw ards towards
regiona l and loca l
state instituti ons

T erritori al states
turne d `inside- out’ :
re-scaled dow nw ards
towards sub-nati onal
levels.
States promote
invest m ent by
transnat ional
corpora tion s within
m ajor urba n regions.
Construct ion of `new
state spaces ’ to
regulat e `new
industri al spaces’

tion in a wide range of urban-regional contexts, from declining Fordist manufacturing
regions to new industrial districts and global
city-regions. State re-scaling can thus be
viewed as a crucial accumulation strategy
that is currently being deployed by neoliberal
political regimes through out Europe to
restructure urban and regional spaces.
Secondly, processes of state re-scaling have
in turn signi® cantly recon® gured the relationship between capital, state institutions and
territorially circumscribed socio-political
forces within major European urban regions.
W hereas capital constantly strives to enhance
its spatial mobility by diminishin g its placedependency, contemporary `glocal’ states are
attempting ever m ore directly to ® x capital
within their territories throug h the provision
of im mobile, place-speci® c assets and
externalities that either cannot be found elsewhere or cannot be abandoned withou t
considerable devalorisation costs. In this

manner, through processes of state rescaling, the scales of state territorial organisation have become central mediators of
capitalist industrial restructuring. It can be
argued, therefore, that the governance of
contemporary urbanisation patterns entails
not only the construction of `new industrial
spaces’ for post-Fordist forms of industrialisation (Scott, 1988b ) but, just as
crucially, the consolidation of what might be
termed new state spaces to enhance each
state’ s capacity to mobilise urban and
regional space as a productive force.
Insofar as today neither urbanisation,
accumulation nor state regulation privilege a
single, self-enclosed and circumscribed
spatial scale, the geographical bounda ries of
social relations have become direct objects of
socio-political contestation. Thus emerges a
`politics of scale’ (Sm ith, 1993 , 1995 ) in
which geographical scales come to operate
simultaneously as sites and stakes of socio-
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political struggle. However, many contemporary discussions of urban governance have
presupposed a relatively ® xed urban or regional jurisdictional framework within which
the regulatory preconditions for capitalist urbanisation are secured (for a recent overview,
see Hall and Hubbard, 1996) . In this sense,
the scales of urban governance have been
viewed as the preconstituted platforms for
urban politics rather than as one of their
active, socially produced mom ents, dimensions or objects. By contrast, the preceding
analysis indicates that new geographies of
urban governance are currently crystallising
at the multi-scalar interface between processes of urban restructuring and state territorial restructuring. T he contemporary
dilemmas and contradictions of urban governance must thus be analysed on each of the
spatial scales on which these intertwined processes of reterritorialisation intersect, from
the urban-regional to the national and European scales. Though it is not possible in the
present context to elaborate a detailed analysis of each of these scales and their complex
interconnections, some of the m ajor socio-institutional mechanisms linkin g processes of
urban-regional restructuring and processes of
state re-scaling in the contemporary EU can
be brie¯ y identi® ed.
W orld Cities and the Geopolitics of European Integration
The locations of world cities have played a
major role in the competition am ong European states to acquire EU government
of® ces within their territories. This form of
interspatial competition is mediated directly
throug h world cities’ host states as they
negotiate the term s and pace of European
integration. Such locational decisions have
resulted in part from strategic com promises
among Europe’ s hegemonic powers, as illustrated in the choice of Brussels as the E U’ s
administrative headquarters. How ever, the
recent decision to locate the E uropean Central Bank in Frankfurt was a major turning point in the geopolitical and geoeconomic
struggle between the UK and Germany to
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pull E urope’ s locational centre of gravity
towards their respective territories (Londo n
received only a meagre consolation prize, the
European Patent Of® ce). T he process of European monetary integration also has potentially major im plications for patterns of
interspatial competition among European
® nancial centres. London currently remains
the most im portant centre of ® nancial services within the EU. However, the introduction of the euro may provide new
opportunities to Frankfurt and Paris, which
are currently developing new regulatory and
technological infrastructures for global
® nancial markets, and whose host states are
im mediately participating in the single currency (see The Economist, 9 May 1998 , Financial Centres Survey, p. 17). For this
reason, the re-scaling of European territorial
states upwards towards the EU may favour
the eventual formation of an integrated
Frankfurt±Paris±Londo n axis articulating the
European super-region with the world econom y (T aylor, 1997) .
W orld Cities and Intergovernmental Relations
Since the early 1980s, central±local relations
have been radically transformed throug hout
western Europe. Insofar as states conceive
their territorial sub-un its as functionally
equivalent administrative tiers rather than as
geographically distinctive nodes of urbanisation, processes of world city formation are
rarely discussed in central state policy debates on intergovernm ental relations (the debate on `city provin ces’ in the Netherlands
since the early 1990 s is a signi® cant recent
exception). Nevertheless, recon® gurations of
intergovernmental
relations
can
have
signi® cant rami® cations for the governance
of major urban regions to the extent that they
rearrange the local state’ s administrative, organisational and ® nancial links to the central
state, and thereby affect its capacity to mobilise regulatory resources (K. Cox, 1990) .
At one extreme, the Thatcherite wave of
central±local restructuring in the UK entailed
the consolidation of a neo-authoritarian form
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of centrally im posed governance in the L ondon region (Duncan and Goodwin, 1988) . At
the other extreme, state restructuring in the
FRG since the early 1980s has entailed an
increasingly decentralised role for both the
LaÈ nder and the municipalities in the formulation and im plementation of industrial policy (Herrigel, 1996) . Between these poles, in
the Netherlands debates on central±local restructuring have proliferated on all levels of
the Dutch state since the mid 1980s, leading
the central state, the provinc es and the municipalities to converge upon the goal of
world city formation in the western Randstad
megalopolis as a shared priority for national
socioeconomic
policy
(Dieleman
and
Musterd, 1992) . The nature of urban governance within world city-regions is therefore
conditioned strongly by patterns of intergovernmental relations within their host states.
As the local state’ s linkages to the regional
and central levels of the state are recon® gured, so too are its institut ional and
® nancial capacities to regulate the urban contradictions of globalisation.
W orld Cities and Territorial Politics
The dynamics of local growth coalitions
have been analysed in detail by urban regime
theorists (Logan and Molotch, 1987) . However, the articulation of municipal political
dynamics within world cities with broader
regional and national political constellations
has not been extensively investigated (but
see Logan and Swanstrom, 1990) . However,
as Friedmann and W olff (1982 , p. 312) point
out,
Being essential to both transnational capital and national political interests, world
cities may become bargaining counters in
the ensuing struggles
The crucial question, from this perspective,
is how the economic disjuncture between the
world city and the territorial economy of its
host state is managed politically. The UK is
undoub tedly the most dramatic European instance of this disjuncture and an associated,
highly polarised territorial politics. Since the

mid 1970s, the dynamism of England ’ s
South East as a global city-region has been
based predominantly on an offshore econom y, derived from the City’ s role as a global
® nancial centre, largely delinked from the
declining cities and regions located elsewhere within the UK. The rise of Thatcherism in the 1980 s can be interpreted as a
ª declaration of independence by the south of
England , the community dependent on London as a world cityº (Taylor, 1995 , p. 59).
However, even in the Netherlands, where the
Amsterdam/Randstad region is widely
viewed as the urban engine of the national
economy, the mobilisation of central and local policies around the goal of world city
formation during the late 1980 s entailed the
construction of a `national urban growth coalition’ to convert central cities from
provide rs of welfare state services into the
new `spearheads’ of economic growth (Terhorst and van de Ven, 1995) . Through out the
EU, the political-econom ic geography of
world cities extends beyond the jurisdictional
reach of the local state to recon® gure political-territorial alliances on multiple scalelevels of their host states. T herefore, just as
the territorial structure of the state conditions
the politics of scale within world cities, so
too is the re-scaling of urbanisation processes
intertwined with a re-scaling of politics and
political contestation within the territorial
state.
Urban Regions and Spatia l Plannin g Systems
As noted earlier, new geographies of state
spatial policy are emerging through out the
EU that are oriented towards the `endogenous’ potentials of delineated sub-national
territories such as urban regions, which are
now increasingly viewed as the geographical
foundations of national industrial performance. For instance, in contemporary
Germany, the Spatial Planning Law
(Raumordnung sgesetz) has recently been
radically rede® ned to abandon the traditional
post-war project of `equalising life conditions’ on a national scale in favour of the
promotion of urban regions as the most
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essential `level of policy im plementation’
(Brenner, 1997b) . Likewise, in the Netherlands, the post-war project of `deconcentration’ , which attempted to spread urbanisation
beyond the western agglomeration of the
Randstad, has been radically reversed since
the late 1980 s under a new `compact cities’
policy. The revised national frameworks for
Dutch spatial planning introdu ced in the
1990s have likewise actively promoted the
recentralisation of industrial growth within
the western urban cores (Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Utrecht and the Hague) and unambiguously speci® ed the Randstad megalopolis as
the urban-regional engine of national econom ic growth (Faludi and van der Valk,
1994) . Closely analogous reorientations of
nationally organised spatial planning systems
are occurring throug hout the EU (Albrechts
and Swyngedo uw, 1989) . M eanwhile, on the
EU level itself, the classical goal of mediating core±periphery polarisation throug h regional structural policies is likewise being
rede® ned to promote `endogenous’ potentials
for regional economic developm ent throughout European territorial space (ToÈ mmel,
1996) . This trend is likely to intensify as the
structural funds programme is rede® ned in
conjun ction with EU enlargement. As these
examples make clear, nationally organised
state spaces through out the E U are currently
being rehierarchised and redifferentiated into
a highl y uneven mosaic of relatively distinctive urban-regional economic spaces, each
de® ned according to its speci® c positio n
within supranational division s of labour.
Urban Regions and Metropolitan Governance
In the midst of these supra-urban re-scalings,
the problem of constructing relatively ® xed
con® gurations of territorial organisation on
urban-regional scales has remained as urgent
as ever. The political-regulatory institutions
of urban regions are often fragmented into
multiple agencies and departments with distinct jurisdictions and tasks. Yet the process
of economic globalisation is creating denser
socioeconomic interdependencies on urban-
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regional scales that generally supersede the
reach of each of these administrative levels.
Problems of metropo-litan governance are
therefore returning to the forefront of political discussion and debate in many European
cities. W hereas debates on metropolitan institutio ns during the 1960 s and 1970 s
focused predominantly on the issues of
administrative ef® ciency and local service
provision, contemporary discussions of
regional governance increasingly emphasise
the need for administrative ¯ exibility, regionally co-ordinated economic developm ent
strategies and the problem of intensi® ed
global interspatial competition. In this context, regional forms of regulation are being
justi® ed as crucial prerequisites for maintaining a city’ s locational advantages in the
world economy. Through out Europe, from
London , Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Brussels,
Lyon and Paris to the Ruhr agglomeration,
Hannover, Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Munich,
ZuÈ rich, Bologn a and Milan, urban economic
policy is being linked ever more directly to
diverse forms of spatial planning, investment
and regulation on regional scales (see
LefeÁ vre 1998 ; W entz, 1994) .3 These newly
emergent
forms
of
regional
cooperation within major urban regions are
ground ed upon a distinctively post-Fordist
variant of `solidarity’ that entails an econom ic logic of maximising the competitiveness of a territorially delimited space of
capitalist production rather than a social
logic of redistributin g its economic surplus
across the social space of a single coherent
`society’ (Ronneberger, 1997) . On the other
hand, this globally induced concern to establish regional forms of regulation is frequently
challenged throug h pressures from below in
defence of local autono my, place- and scalespeci® c vested interests and the continued
jurisdictional fragm entation of the local state
(Ronneberger and Schmid, 1995) . Under
these conditions, state territorial organisation
becomes at once the arena and the object of
socio-political struggle at the local and regional scales. As these opposed perspectives
on regional regulation clash within contemporary urban regions, what ensues is a
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struggle for regulatory control over the
urbanisation process mediated throug h sociopolitical contestation over the scale(s) of
governance. As urban regions through out
Europe compete with one another for locational advantages in the global and European
urban hierarchies, the scales of urban and
regional territorial organisation are becoming
ever more crucial at once as regulatory
instruments of the state and as sites of sociopolitical con¯ ict.
The Territorial Organisa tion of W orld Cities
It is ultimately on the urban scale, however,
that the productive capacities of territorial
organisation are mobilised. Today, municipal
governments throug hout Europe are directly
embracing this goal through a wide range of
supply- side strategies that entail the dem arcation, construction and promotion of strategic
urban
places
for
industrial
developm entÐ for example, of® ce centres,
industrial parks, telematics networks, transport and shippin g terminals and various types
of retail, entertainment and cultural facilities.
These emergent forms of `urban entrepreneurialism’ have been analysed extensively with
reference to the crucial role of public±private
partnerships in facilitating capital investment
in mega-projects situated in strategically designated locations of the city (Gottdiener,
1990; Harvey, 1989c; Mayer, 1994) . The
Docklands in Londo n is perhaps the most
spectacular European instance of this type of
massive state investment in the urban infrastructure of global capital, but it exempli® es
a broader strategic shift in urban policy that
can be observed in cities through out the
world. As Harvey (1989c, pp. 7±8) indicates,
such state-® nanced mega-projects are designed primarily to enhance the productive
capacity of urban places within global ¯ ows
of value, rather than to reorganise living and
working conditions more broadly within cities. At the same time, however, the locational capacities of these urban places
necessarily depend upon a relatively ® xed
infrastructure of territorial organisation
throug h which value can be extracted and

valorised at globally competitive turnover
times. Through out Europe, this link between
processes of urban re-scaling and state rescaling is embodied institutionally in the key
role of various newly created para-state
agencies in planning and co-ordinating investment within these local mega-projects
(for example, the L ondo n Docklands Development Corporation, Frankfurt’ s Rhein-M ain
Econom ic Development Corporation, the
Schiphol Airport Development Corporation;
and many others).
T his broad overview has only begun to
examine the intricacies of the various geographical scales on which these struggles
over the territorial organisation of urban governance are occurring in contemporary Europe and their com plex, rapidly changing
interconnections. T he scales of state territorial power are both the medium and the
outcom e of this dizzying, multi-scalar dialectic of `glocal’ transformation that is today far
from over. Con¯ icts that erupt over the territorial organisation of the state on each of
these scales are, of course, also conditioned
by the territorial-organisational con® guration
of the other scales upon which they are superimposed. At the same time, these circumscribed socio-political con¯ icts can become
highl y volatile, `jumping scales’ (Smith,
1993 ) to in¯ uence, restructure or even transform the organisational structure of the
broader scale-con® gurations in which they
are enmeshed.
It is in this sense that the currently unfold ing denationalisation of urbanisation, accumulation and state territorial power has
opened up a space for scales themselves to
become direct objects of socio-political
struggle. Under these circumstances, scales
do not merely circumscribe social relations
within determinate geographical boundaries,
but constitute an active, socially produced
and politically contested mom ent of those
relations. As densely organised force® elds in
which transnational capital, territorial states
and localised social relations intersect, world
cities are geographical sites in which the
socio-political stakes of this politics of scale
are particularly substantial in both geo-
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political and geoeconomic terms. The central
analytical and political conclusion that
emerges from this analysis is that problem s
of urban governance can no longer be confronted merely on an urban scale, as dilemmas of municipal or even regional regulation,
but must be analysed as well on the national,
supranational and global scales of state territorial powerÐ for it is ultimately on these
supra-urban scales that the intensely contradictory political geography of neoliberalism
is con® gured.
8. Conclusion: Scaling P olitics, Politicising
Scales
Currently unfold ing re-scalings of urbanisation and state territorial power have entailed
a major transformation in the geographical
organisation of world capitalism. The spatial
scales of capitalist production, urbanisation
and state regulation are today being radically
reorganised, so dramatically that inherited
geographical vocabularies for describing the
nested hierarchy of scales that interlace
world capitalism no longer provid e adequate
analytical tools for conceptualising the multilayered, densely interwoven and highl y contradictory character of contemporary spatial
practices. Faced with capital’ s increasingly
`glocal’ spatio-temporal dynamics, the territorial infrastructures of urbanisation and state
regulation no longer coalesce around the national scale-level. Whereas cities today operate increasingly as urban nodes within a
world urban hierarchy, states are rapidly restructuring themselves to enhance the global
competitiveness of their major cities and regions.
Because urban regions occupy the highly
contradictory interface between the world
economy and the territorial state, they are
embedded within a multiplicity of social,
economic and political processes organised
upon superimposed spatial scales. The resultant politics of scale within the politicalregulatory institutions of major urban regions
can be construed as a sequence of groping ,
trial-and-error strategies to manage these
intensely con¯ ictual forces throug h the con-
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tinual construction, deconstruction and
reconstruction
of
relatively
stabilised
con® gurations of territorial organisation. The
re-scaling of urbanisation leads to a concomitant re-scaling of the state through
which, simultaneously, territorial organisation is mobilised as a productive force and
social relations are circumscribed within determinate geographical bounda ries. These rescaled con® gurations of state territorial
organisation in turn transform the conditions
under which the urbanisation process unfolds. However, whether these disjointed
strategies of reterritorialisation within European cities might establish new spatial
® xes for sustained capital accumulation in
the global±local disorder of the late 20th
century is a matter that can only be resolved
throug h the politics of scale itself, through
the ongoin g struggle for hegemonic control
over place, territory and space.
Henri Lefebvre (1995/1968 , 1991/1974 ,
1978 ) has argued at length that struggles over
the territorial organisation of the urbanisation
process express the dual character of spatial
scales under capitalismÐ i.e. their role at
once as framings for everyday social relations and as productive forces for successive
round s of world-scale capital accumulation.
Therefore, each scale on which the urbanisation process unfold s simultaneously bounds
social relations within determinate geographical arenas, hierarchises places and territories within broader con® gurations of uneven
geographical development and mediates
capital’ s incessant struggle to expand its
command and control over the abstract space
of the world economy. The emergent politics
of scale regarding urban governance within
contemporary urban regions presents yet another dimension of territorial organisation
under capitalism to which Lefebvre also devoted considerable attention Ð its role as a
realm of potentially transformative political
praxis in which `counter plans’ , `counterprojects’ and `counter-spaces’ might be constructed (Lefebvre, 1978, pp. 413±444;
1991 /1974, pp. 383±384). The territorial
organisation of urban governance within contemporary cities is thus a major battleground
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on which each of these intertwined dimensions of spatial practices is superimposed.
Today, there is an urgent need for new conceptualisations of scale to obtain an analyticalÐ and politicalÐ ® x on current processes
of reterritorialisation and their im plications
for the geographical organisation of social
relations in an era of neoliberal globalisation.
Notes
1.

2.

3.

Althoug h m uch of L efebvre ’ s state theor y
focuse s upon the state’ s role as a form of
territor ialisatio n for capital , he also devote s
extensiv e attentio n to w ays in which the state
operate s as the m ost crucia l instituti onal mediator of capital ’ s uneven geograp hical develop ment. T he state’ s mediatio n of uneven
geograp hical develop m ent alw ays occur s
throug h historica lly speci® c regulato ry
strategie s and instituti onal form s that ofte n
stan d in shar p tensio n with those oriente d
towards the territor ialisatio n of capital . On
L efebvre ’ s state theory , see Brenner , 1997a,
1998b.
W ith Mann (1988 , 1993) , I view the essentia l
attribut e of the moder n territor ial state as its
territor ially centralis ed form, in contrad istinctio n to all other power actors in the capi talist world system (capital ist ® rm s, civic
associati ons, N GOs, etc.) . T his de® nitio n
leads to an analysi s of conte mporary processes of globalis atio n as bein g superi m pose d and overlai d upo n the global grid of
state territor ialitie s rather than signalli ng a
unilinea r erosio n of territor iality as such. By
contrast, many author s who de® ne the state
in terms of the isom orphic link between territory and sovereig nty; as a self-encl osed container of econo m ic, politica l and/or cultura l
processes ; or as a locu s of com m unity and
collecti ve identit y interpre t contem porar y
transfor m ation s as a proces s of state declin e
(see, for exam ple, Appadura i, 1996; Cerny ,
1995 ; Ruggie, 1993).
After over a decad e of centra l state contro l
over L ondon , the Confeder ation of British
Industr y has advocate d the construc tion of a
L ondo n Develop ment Agency responsi ble
for plannin g urban growth through out the
South E ast; m eanwhile, a L ondo n m unicipa l
counci l has recentl y been approve d by loca l
referen dum. In the Frankfur t/Rhein- Main region, variou s politica l and econo m ic faction s
have recentl y advocat ed a new, stream lined
m odel of regiona l governa nce under the rubric of a `Rhein-M ain Regiona l County ’ ,
which w ould bundle the region ’ s adm inis-

trative organisa tion and product ive capacitie s
within a single regulat ory armatur e of the
state. Even in the Randsta d regio n of the
Netherlan ds, where centra l state proposal s to
construc t new, regiona lly organise d `city provinc es’ w ere overw helm ingly rejecte d in
local referen da held in 199 5 in Am sterda m
and Rotterda m , new form s of inform al institutiona l co-ordi nation are neverthe less currently bein g develop ed through out the
Randsta d to regulat e and prom ote urban
growth on regiona l scales .
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